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Neonatal Radiant Warmer

Description

Neonatal Radiant Warmer  

IR radiation is beamed from a quartz heater by a parabolic reflector. 

This provides focused warmth rapidly on the desired area. 

The height of the IR unit may be adjusted for different bed heights. 

The low T-shaped base slides out of the way under other equipment. 

Infant temperature is measured quickly by a high sensitivity thermostat probe and displayed on a
large, easy-to-read LED display. 

The control panel is ergonomically designed with soft-touch keys. 

The NWS is equipped with dazzle-free observation light for examination of the infant. 

Neonatal Radiant Warmer Manufacturer India, Neonatal Radiant Warmer Exporters, Hospital
Furniture Neonatal Radiant Warmer, Buy Neonatal Radiant Warmer, Buy Neonatal Radiant
Warmer Online India, Didactic, Didactic Hospital Furniture, Hospital Furniture Exporters India,
Hospital Furniture Equipments, Hospital Furniture Suppliers, Hospital Furniture
Manufacturers.
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different bed heights. The low T-shaped base slides out of the way under other equipment. Infant
temperature is measured quickly by a high sensitivity thermostat probe and displayed on a large,
easy-to-read LED display. The control panel is ergonomically designed with soft-touch keys. The
NWS is equipped with dazzle-free observation light for examination of the infant. Neonatal Radiant
Warmer Manufacturer India, Neonatal Radiant Warmer Exporters, Hospital Furniture Neonatal
Radiant Warmer, Buy Neonatal Radiant Warmer, Buy Neonatal Radiant Warmer Online India,
Didactic, Didactic Hospital Furniture, Hospital Furniture Exporters India, Hospital Furniture
Equipments, Hospital Furniture Suppliers, Hospital Furniture Manufacturers.", "brand": "Jlab Export",
"sku": "5", "gtin8": "5", "gtin13": "5", "gtin14": "5", "mpn": "5", "aggregateRating": { "@type":
"AggregateRating", "ratingValue": "5", "bestRating": "5", "worstRating": "0", "ratingCount": "5" } } 
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